Dear Senators,
SB’s 797 and 868
I am urging those of you on the Judiciary Committee in favor of these 2 Bills to stop your
persistent attacks on the 2nd Amendment and the People’s Constitutional Rights here in Oregon.
I ask you to consider how much time, taxpayer money and missteps have already been made and
wasted by the Legislature in this area, SB 941 being one of your best examples of the recent past.
An almost laughing stock of a law now, as personally proven by even a law enforcement officer
who testified FOR IT!
As to 797, I sat and listened to Rep. Jennifer Williamson when her original testimony included
how inaccurate the delays in the background check system already are... by 95%, apparently
without even realizing the impact of what she was saying.
I cannot believe you are still considering a Bill or any facsimile of one that would further this
action. 797 promises to be yet another debacle.
I expereinced a delay myself while never having come even close to being arrested in my entire
life, and ironically have worked with my local police department as a volunteer for nearly 8
years.
Please stop this misguided or partisan action of SB's 797 & 868 that does nothing but further
complicate and clog the system and will lead to more division in our state.
These Bills are only being used as talking points and stepping stones that fool citizens into
thinking you are actually being effective. The Truth of course is that you are not.
Sooner or later your agenda will come to light. In the meantime, as shown by 868, you miss
giving help to the people who really need it.
Do not ignore real problems in Oregon and the harder work that it takes towards a real world
approach.
Work for all Oregonians.
Sally Klein

support Oregon troops..send packages from home

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uoABty_zE00
https://www.billwhittle.com/firewall/your-second-amendment
http://www.oregonfirearms.org
Madison Rising: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c8C7i9kdEf8

I would rather be exposed to the inconveniences attending too much liberty than those attending
too small a degree of it. Thomas Jefferson, letter to Archibald Stewart, Dec 23, 1791

“Since the general civilization of mankind, I believe there are more instances of the abridgment of
freedom of the people by gradual and silent encroachment of those in power than by violent and
sudden usurpations.” James Madison - 1788

